The theory of the approximation by rational functions on point sets E of the js-plane (z = x+iy) has been summarized by J. L. Walsh 1 who himself has proved a great number of important theorems some of which are fundamental. The results concern both the case when E is bounded and when E extends to infinity.
for 0<p< oo or p = oo, respectively, where M depends on F and p only. By \f(x+iy) \ p we denote ) I/P or ess. u.b. | f(x + iy) \ for 0<£<oo or £=oo, respectively, and by a and 13 two arbitrarily fixed points in the upper or lower half-plane, respectively. We obtain the following results: 4 THEOREM 1. Let 0<p < oo and F(t)GL P ( -oo , co) y letcbean integer greater than p~x and r k (z) = (a-z) k (z-l3 Let c = 2, 1, 0 for p = 1, 2, oo, respectively, and let
respectively, tends to zero as iV-> oo. When F(t) is continuous everywhere, including infinity, and of bounded variation in ( -oo, oo ) then the s n (t) converge to F(t) uniformly in ( -oo, oo ).
It will suffice to take a=i, the general case being deduced from this one by the substitution / = JR(a) +t f $(a). Let F(t)Ç±L 2 (-*>, <*>), * = tan (1/2)* [-TT^^TT] , and ƒ(*) =2(l+e^)" 1 F(tan t?/2). Then F(t)^L 2 (-oo, oo ) implies that/(#)£L 2 ( -7r, 7T), and vice versa. Now 5 Since s n (t)ÇzL p , we have Sn(z)E^>p, F(z) -s n (3)E:&>, and we can apply the HilleTamarkin Theorem 2.1 (iii), part 2, loc. cit. * 6 A function F(t) is said to be continuous at infinity wheil its limits, as /-> ± oo, both exist and are finite and equal.
the Fourier series ^b n e inû , belonging to ƒ(#), converges to ƒ(#) in the mean square over (-w t TT). We have e™
; taking a n = ib n , we arrive finally at the required result. In a similar way we prove the remaining assertions of the theorem. We note 7 that the sequence
is a complete orthogonal and normal system with respect to L p (-oo, co) [l<p< oo].
To prove Theorem 1, we have to show that, given e>0, there is a finite linear combination s n (z) of the ru(z) such that | F{t) -s n (t) \ p < e. We can find a positive number b and a function ƒ(/) such that ƒ(/) is zero for /\ ^b and continuous for -b^t^b, and that
is continuous everywhere, including infinity. From results of Walsh 8 we deduce the existence of functions The right side tends to zero as n-> oo. Therefore, for some n, we have |/(0-*»(0|?<8, |^(/)-5 n (/)|^<€^ which completes the proof. To prove Theorem 2(a), we need some lemmas. The proof for 0 <p < oo is entirely different from that for 1 Sp ^ oo, given in a former paper.
14 Let 0<p<l and p>0, and let <K*) €: §*>• Then, for p^y<oo t we have \</>(z)\ g {{\ / 2)TT p)~1^ |</>(/) | P . 15 Since
we can deduce that the sequence {f n (z)} converges to an analytic function ƒ (2), uniformly for -00 <x< &, p<y< 00. Since there is a constant K, independent of n, such that \f n (t)\ p^K , we have \fn(x+iy)\ p^K , and we can deduce that \f(x+iy)\ p SK for any positive 3/. Hence f(z)Çz& v .
We are left to show that ƒ(/), the limit-function of ƒ(2), is equivalent to F{t) in (-<», °o). Given e>0, we have
É/12 for m^N f fixing iV in a suitable way, and |M*+*3>) -ƒ*(*) |;^ e/6 for 0 <y^ 5 = 5( € , N). Hence
for m^NjO<y ^ 5, since the first term on the right side is not greater than the second term. Given M>0, we have
The right side is smaller than e for m ^m 0 (e), as we see fixing a suitable value for y. Consequently/^) = F(x) almost everywhere in any finite interval ( -M> M) and, therefore, in (-00, <*>). With a slight alteration, the proof holds for 1 ^p < 00.
By the lemma, the necessity of the condition in Theorem 2(a) is evident. For s n (t) belongs to L p { -00, 00), therefore s n (z) to & p . To prove its sufficiency, we take first Kp < <*>. By Theorem 1, there are rational functions R n (z) such that their only poles lie at z = j3 and z = ]8 and that | /?(*) -i? n (0|p~^0 as n-^co. Taking 2?»(s) =s»(s)+(r"0e)» where the rational functions s' n and a n vanish at infinity and have no poles other than at z = fi or s=j8, respectively, we have s n (z)Ç.$ p$ (r w (s)G §p. Denoting by §ƒ the Hubert operator 
